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By 4:45 a.m. on the day prior to the Dispatch Day, all Customers or Transmission 

Customers shall submit Bids that include revised fuel type or fuel price information to the ISO’s 

Market Information System. 

In general, the information provided to the ISO shall include the following: 

4.2.1.2 Load Forecasts 

The Load forecast shall indicate the predicted level of Load in MW by Point of 

Withdrawal for each hour. 

4.2.1.3 Bids by Suppliers Using the ISO-Committed Flexible, Self-Committed 
Flexible or ISO-Committed Fixed Bid Modes to Supply Energy and/or 
Ancillary Services 

4.2.1.3.1 General Rules 

Day-Ahead Bids by Suppliers using the ISO-Committed Flexible, Self-Committed 

Flexible or ISO-Committed Fixed bid modes shall identify the Capacity, in MW, available for 

commitment in the Day-Ahead Market (for every hour of the Dispatch Day) and the price(s) at 

which the Supplier will voluntarily enter into dispatch commitments.  If the Supplier elects to 

participate in the Day-Ahead Market, and is within a defined electrical boundary, electrically 

interconnected with, and routinely serves a Host Load (which Host Load does not consist solely 

of Station Power) at a single PTID, it can only participate in the Day-Ahead Market as a Behind-

the-Meter Net Generation Resource.  If the Supplier is a Behind-the-Meter Net Generation 

Resource, the ISO shall only consider price-MW pairs in excess of the forecasted Host Load for 

the Resource. 

A Supplier’s Day-Ahead Bids for an Energy Storage Resource to withdraw Energy and to 

inject Energy shall be submitted as a single, continuous, bid curve representing the Capacity, in 

MW, available for commitment in the Day-Ahead Market for each hour of the Dispatch Day,  
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and shall indicate whether the Resource’s Energy Level will be ISO- or Self-Managed.  An 

Energy Storage Resource may not change its Energy Level Management election within the 

Day-Ahead Market evaluation period (i.e., within a single day). 

A Supplier’s Day-Ahead Market Self-Committed Flexible Bid for a DER Aggregation 

may include Energy withdrawals if the DER Aggregation includes at least one Withdrawal-

Eligible Generator.  A Supplier’s hourly Day-Ahead Bids for a DER Aggregation to withdraw 

Energy and to supply Energy shall be submitted as a single, continuous bid curve representing 

the Capacity, in MW, available for each hour of the Dispatch Day.  When the Energy Bid for a 

DER Aggregation includes both Energy supply and Energy withdrawal by a Withdrawal-Eligible 

Generator that is a component of the Aggregation, each point of the DER Aggregation’s Bid 

curve shall reflect the net offer, such that any Energy withdrawals reduce the Energy the DER 

Aggregation is capable of supplying.   

Co-located Storage Resources can each offer all of their available capability into the Day-

Ahead Market.  The ISO will account for the CSR Scheduling Limits in the schedules it issues to 

CSR Generators. 

If the Supplier using the ISO-Committed Flexible or Self-Committed Flexible bid mode 

is eligible to provide Regulation Service or Operating Reserves under Rate Schedules 3 and 4 

respectively of this ISO Services Tariff, the Supplier’s Bid may specify the quantity of 

Regulation Capacity it is making available and shall specify an emergency response rate that 

determines the quantity of Operating Reserves that it is capable of providing.  Offers to provide 

Regulation Service and Operating Reserves must comply with the rules set forth in Rate 

Schedules 3 and 4 of this ISO Services Tariff.  If a Supplier that is eligible to provide Operating 

Reserves does not submit a Day-Ahead Availability Bid for Operating Reserves, its Day-Ahead 
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